HOW TO MAKE A WINE BARREL SMOKER
THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
Empty wine barrel
80 & 220 grit sandpaper
Eye protection
150 pan head screws
Building tape (optional)
Pencil
Electric drill & forstner attachment
Skill saw
Jigsaw
Hand saw
Scrap 2X4 (only if your barrel already has a bunghole)
BBQ thermometer
Chains
Two zinc pull handles
Two large T-hinges
Two metal straps to screw onto the inside of the door
One large cabin hinge
One stainless steel cooking pit (match with the dimensions of your barrel)
Metal piping roughly 2-3cm in diameter
Rotisserie cooking mechanism
METHOD:
1. Depending on the condition of the barrel you have sourced you may need to sand it back to
clean it up. If you wish to add a slight sheen and whether coating, rub the barrel down with
varnish.
2. To prevent the staves from moving they need to be screwed to the metal bands with an
electric drill. Accuracy can be difficult, as the screws will move around when being drilled into
the metal. Each stave needs to be screwed down, the staves can vary in size so larger ones
may need two screws.

3. To cut the lid, either draw a line with pencil or mark with tape below the first metal band on
barrels with 4 bands or below the second band on barrels with 6. As seen in photos below.
Otherwise use one of the metal bands as a guideline and cut the lid but running your saw
blade against the band to create a clean even cut. Once the lid is cut, sand the edges of both
the lid and barrel to eliminate rough edges and splinters.

4. Place the lid back onto the barrel and screw on the large hinge to the back, once the lid is
fastened to the barrel with the hinge, fold it open and on either side of the inside of the lid
screw down the lengths of chain, one on either side. When both chains have been screwed to
the lid measure the length you want by how far tilted back you want the lid to sit when open.
Cut both chains to the same length and screw both loose ends into the inner sides of the
barrel.

5. Screw down the second pull handle onto the outer edge of the lid

6. To mark and cut the door, rather than cutting the left and right side you can use the gap
between the straps (roughly 4 straps in length). Mark the top and bottom cutting lines (running
horizontal across the barrel) so that when the top and bottom lines are cut it will create a free
hanging door.
7. Once the door lines are marked, get both hinges and gentle bend them until they match the
curve of the barrel, evenly place them on the side of the door and screw them into place. To
secure the straps together before the door is cut free, place both metal straps against the in
side of the barrel where the door will be cut and screw them down (this prevents the wood
from splitting apart once the door is pushed out). These straps should be roughly the width of
the hinges and also slightly bent to fit curve of the barrel.
8. When your hinges are secured, use the skill saw to make the initial cuts on the top and bottom
line (for the door). When you have made the initial cut with the skill saw complete cutting
across with the jigsaw (cutting across the straps) the guard on the jigsaw will hit the hinges
and stop you from completely cutting through to the edge, for the very last bit use a hand saw
to reach the end. There shouldn’t be any issues with the way the door hangs as the hinges
were attached before the door was cut free.
9. Screw one of the pull handles to the door.

10. Place the cooking pit into the bottom of the barrel.

11. Adding air vents to both the top and bottom of the barrel will allow the user to regulate
temperature. With a forstner attachment, drill one hole into the back of the barrel above the
edge of the fire pit. Cut your metal piping to reach about 2/3’rds into the center of the barrel.
Push the piping through so it sits tight in the hole drilled and sticks out about 10cm on the
outside. Depending on the size of your barrel you may need more ventilation, if you are using
a barrel which is on the bigger size add an extra vent.

12. Then, attach a thermometer. This ensures you can gauge how your cooking process is going.
13. Drill two holes using the forstner attachment on the electric drill on the back half of the barrels
lid for the vent pipes to be pushed into. Cut the pipes to sit not much deeper than the lid and
standing roughly 30-40CM above the lid. For a tighter fit, shove tiny offcuts of wood in between
the pipes and the holes.

14. Cut notches on both sides of the barrel about 10cm down from the cut edge to hold the
rotisserie. Make sure the rotisserie piece fits the barrel, if it is too long you will be able to
shorten it by removing a section of the rod (rotisserie rods are usually made up of sections
which can be added or separated).

15. Douse the entire barrel in water (before each use) and get your paper and smoking wood
chips ready. Then, light up your new BBQ/smoker!

TIPS
Don’t forget to wear safety gear throughout!
Be careful when lighting your smoker.

